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introduction

• It’s hard for organisers of schOoL 

technology events to find a topic 

everyone can relate to

– Chocolate might work, but it doesn’t have 

a formal digital connection...a formal digital connection...

• Aha! How about computer games?

• Every techy plays games!

– Except those who believe that stuff about how 

games are addictive and make you kill people

• So here i am...



Sw:tor

• Star wars: the old republic, bioware, 2011

• The most expensive game yet made

– I played 6h/day for 137 days in 2012



wow

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004

• I accrued 225 days of /played for this

– I quit last year when pandas became playable



eq

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999

• I never played everquest...



dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990



abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987



mud

• Multi-user dungeon, Roy trubshaw & 

richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a

• Mud wasn’t based on anything

– why i’m giving this talk and you’re not

shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*



In parts...

• Here’s a picture of the humber bridge

• It’s still being built at this point



In part...

• That’s not to say that in 35 years you 

won’t be giving a talk similar to this 

one, but for your own field

• The best thing about making games is 

that whatever you’re doing, you’re the that whatever you’re doing, you’re the 

first person to do it

– You are by definition a pionEer

• All you have to do in order to be up here 

in 2048 is not die

• (tell them your dijkstra anecdote)



Yet More to it

• There’s actually something else you need 

to do to give talks like this when you’re 

old and grey

• You need to enjoy your subject

• For some people, developing games is simply • For some people, developing games is simply 

a means to an end

• They merely want to appear coOler than 

brain surgeons and rocket scientists

– programmers are paid 150% more in 

everyday software development than in games



fun

• If you do enjoy your subject, though, 

you’ll keep working in it because it’s fun

• Non-programmers find it astonishing

that programmers like programming

– “They do it in their spare time?!”– “They do it in their spare time?!”

• logically, If you are going to spend the 

rest of your life thinking about 

something, you’d better find it fun or 

you’re stufFed

• Fun alone still isn’t enough, though



Beyond fun

• To do something only because you like it 

is mere hedonism

• There’s no pressure to push at the 

boundaries if you’re happy with them 

where they arewhere they are

• There’s slightly more if “pushing at 

boundaries” is what you find fun, but 

you still lack direction

• If you reaLly want to excel in your 

field, you need to believe in it



Why MUD?

• My dad was a gamer, my mum was a 

storyteLler

• My dad was a gas fitTer, my mum was 

a school meals coOk

• We existed on a council estate• We existed on a council estate

• We lived in our imaginations!

• In my formative years, i saw misery

and injustice in the world around me

– I wanted to make a betTer world

• So I Did



babble

• I really ought to read this some time..

• Then, i’ll never have to read it ever again



reinvention

• Virtual worlds were independently

invented on at least 5 other occasions 

– Sceptre of goth (originally e*m*p*i*r*e )

• Alan klietz, 1978

– Avatar

• bruce maggs, andrew shapira & david sides, 1979• bruce maggs, andrew shapira & david sides, 1979

– island of kesmai

• Kelton flinn & john taylor, 1981

– Habitat

• Randy farmer & Chip morningstar, 1985

– Monster

• Rich skrenta, 1989



reason

• This being the case, why is it that almost 

aLl today’s mmos descend from mud?

• You don’t have to be a genius to come 

up with the idea of a computer-moderated 

shared persistent environment you interact shared persistent environment you interact 

with using a single character

• You do need to have a reason to do so

• My reason was to give people a place

they could go to be and become

themselves



legacy

• Most of the other people who invented 

virtual worlds wanted to play them

– Chip and randy were the exceptions

• I wanted other people to play mud

• I saw virtual worlds as a way to make • I saw virtual worlds as a way to make 

the real world a beTter place

• I therefore gave away the code to 

anyone who wanted it and made it frEe

• The others either guarded their code or 

it was non-transportable anyway



history

• As it was frEe, many people played mud

• some wrote their own virtual worlds 

based on it

– Abermud, for example

• These in turn inspired others• These in turn inspired others

– Dikumud, for example

• Eventually There were thousands of 

muds on the nascent internet

– In 1994, they accounted for 10% of all 

internet traffic



commercialisation

• Because of this, There were hundreds

of people who could code muds for every 

one who worked on any of the others

• Thus, When professional videogame 

developers moved in, they got almost aLldevelopers moved in, they got almost aLl

their designers and coders from muds

• If i hadn’t been so outraged with 

working class life in 1970s britain, this 

wouldn’t have happened

– They’d have come from iok or sog instead



idealism

• If you feel your subject lets you say

something or help someone or build

bridges or whatever, you are in a 

good place

• Full-time scientists and technologists need • Full-time scientists and technologists need 

Idealism to direct them

• Of course, when you reach my age then 

cynicism and despair have taken 

over

– These also work as drivers, though!



In part...

• This is a dead aslan

• Don’t worry, kids, he soOn respawns



Early days

• A student once asked me why we wrote 

mud using text rather than graphics

• This is why:

• Those machines behind roy are teletypes



change

• What you think of as high-tech now will 

soon be superseded and obsolete

• It will do so because aLl technological 

fields are still advancing 

• This has social effects too• This has social effects too

– My friends thought I was weird for taking 

snaps of them in 1978

• what’s the point of learning it then?

• Consider what roy and i neEded to 

know when we wrote mud



What you need to know to make a virtual world (then)

• Memory is made of soft-iron toroidal cores suspended across a grid of wires, with a diagonal sense/inhibit wire to read/write them.

• Circuits are made of wires and gates. An and gate is like two switches in series; an or gate is like two switches in parallel. By combining and 

gates and (rather trickier) not gates, you can make nand gates, from which you can construct any logic circuit. One such circuit is a flip-flop, 

which has two stable states and so works as another (more power-hungry) form of memory. You can connect flip-flops in a chain to make a 

register. By passing the inputs to these flip-flops through a set of gates, you can effect operations – shifting a register’s bit settings all to the 

left, for example (which is the same as multiplying the number the register represents by 2). Another arrangement of gates makes a circuit called a 

half-adder; combining multiple half-adders will allow you to add the contents of two registers together.

• In order to decide which operation to perform on a register, you have a special instruction register. By using gates to detect combinations

of bits in the instruction register, the operation it identifies can be determined. Instructions are stored in memory, and the aDdreSs of the next 

instruction to fetch is kept in a register called a program counter. Having fetched an instruction, it is executed, and then the program 

counter is incremented so the next operation can be fetched. Operations on the program counter, such as addition, implement concepts such as 

jumps.

• A set of panel switches load initial values into registers. This is tedious, so just enough are loaded that further instructions can be read from 

paper tape. These allow many more instructions to be loaded into memory from a magnetic tape. The program so loaded is the operating 

system, which will administer the computer (for example, manage the devices that application programs run).

• User programs are kept on disc packs, cards, paper and magnetic tape. To write a program, you use a programming language. 

The first programs are entered using the  panel switches; they ultimately create a program called an asSembler, which converts human-readable The first programs are entered using the  panel switches; they ultimately create a program called an asSembler, which converts human-readable 

assembly language into the binary that the computer actually executes. Assembly language is used to write the makings of a compiler for a 

high-level language. Compilers take high-level languages and drop either assembler or direct binary. Just enough of the compiler is written in 

assembler that the rest of it can be written in the language itself, a piece at a time across multiple iterations.

• High-level languages can be used to write general-purpose programs. Almost every program is some combination of the activities performed by a 

compiler, a database and/or an operating system. You need to be fluent in a high-level language before you can program much in it, but they’re all 

basically the same when it comes down to it. Choice of language is a balance between speed of execution, speed of writing and speed of 

maintenance.

• To create a virtual world, you need to design your own data definition language to specify the virtual world. You write your own

compiler to convert it into assembly language plus some intermediate code that you can interpret (that is, execute in software rather than in 

hardware). You store details about the players and the world itself in a database, which you also write yourself. When the virtual world 

runs, it acts like an operating system – continually procesSing until it is stopped or decides to stop.

• If, when you create your virtual world, you don’t know the whole story from memory cores (or their transistor equivalent) right the way up to 

write-your-own-compiler, you won’t be able to tweak every bit, stretch every instruction, pack every data structure or take every 

shortcut; less of your world will fit in the (in MUD’s case) 70K of memory you get in evenings and weekends on the timesharing system. 

You need to know aLl this if you’re going to do it.

• Oh, you also need that little bit at the end where you design the game world itself.



What you need to know to make a virtual world (now)

• How to raise £25,000,000.

• On the technical side, you need to decide which kits, toOls, libraries and midDleware you’re going to buy in to get the following 

functionality:

3D/graphics engine/renderer

AI engine

Animation package

Art package

AsSet management software

Audio package

Back-end bilLing system

Community management tools

Compiler/development environment

Database

Load-balancing system

Network libraryNetwork library

Object modelling/specification system

Patching software

Physics engine

Project development tools

Security system

Tree-creation tools

Web-creation tools

• Having bought them in, you and your team of programmers need to know how to sew the executable ones together with your own program code, 

then how to code the game mechanics on top of that, plus all the project-specific tools you require, while your vast army of artists 

are creating the graphics you’ve specified.

• To do this, you have to have knowledge of every API (application programming interface) for every kit, tool, library and middleware you’re using.

• If, when you create your virtual world, you don’t know the whole story from audio package right the way up to write-your-own-planet-creation-

tools, you won’t be able to tweak every object, stretch every script, pack every data structure or take every shortcut; less of your 

world will appear in the 3-year window you get for its construction. You need to know aLl this if you’re going to do it.

• Oh, you also need that little bit at the end where you design the game world itself.



What you need to know to make a virtual world (tomorrow)

• that little bit at the end where you design the game world itself.



Past passed

• what we neEded to know in 1978 is 

now arcane

– It reads like something out of finnegans wake

• In technical terms, no mmo developer 

needs to know any of this todayneeds to know any of this today

• However, someone neEds to have 

known it

• It’s a “deEper magic from before the 

dawn of time”

– It informs all but is abstracted away



conclusion

• So it is with what you’re studying now

• it’s possible that no-one will need to know 

great swathes of it in 35 years

• However, someone – you! – wilL need to have 

known it

• Someone - You? - will have influenced the future

– This gives you power Today!

• You may be a lowly tech gEek, but if you 

believe in what you do, you can change the 

world

• I know, because i did it myself


